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Flow field designs for the bipolar plates of the proton exchange membrane fuel cell are

reviewed; including the serpentine, parallel, interdigitated, mesh type or their mixtures,

furthermore 2D circular and 3D tubular geometries, porous, fractal, and biomimetic

flow fields. The advantages/disadvantages and tendencies from field optimizations are

discussed. The performance of each flow field design is compared to the conventional

serpentine flow field. Good flow field plates give uniform gas distributions, low pressure

drop for transport, and sufficient rib area to provide high electronic conductivity. A good

field should also prevent water condensation, remove water efficiently, and provide

sufficiently high moisture content in the membrane. The demands on design are

sometimes contradictory. Future work should aim for a flow field geometry and topology

that produces uniform gas delivery at a low pressure-drop, and at the same time has an

optimal channel shape for better water removal. It is concluded that for an area-filling gas

distributor, the developments should aim to find a flow field in accordance with minimum

entropy production, making an emphasis on multi-criteria optimization methods.

Keywords: PEMFC, flow field designs, geometric optimization, bio-inspired design, fractal trees, Murray’s law

INTRODUCTION

The rising demands for energy have led to over-consumption of available fossil fuel sources, air
pollution, and climate warming. Currently, the necessity for renewable green energy has driven
the development toward new energy technologies like solar, wind, tide, geothermal energy, and
fuel cells (FC). The proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) converts chemical energy into
electrical energy and water. The heart of the PEMFC is the Membrane Electrode Assembly (MEA).
This is composed of a proton conducting polymeric membrane (PEM) sandwiched between anode
and cathode catalyst layers (CL) as well as gas diffusion layers (GDL), see Figure 1. The following
electrochemical reactions occur in the anode, in the membrane and in the cathode layers:

Anode :

1

2
H2 → H+ (a) + e− (1)

Membrane : H+ (a) + twH2O (a) → H+ (c) + twH2O (c) (2)

Cathode :

1

4
O2 +H+

+ e− →
1

2
H2O (3)
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic picture of the PEMFC. The layer thickness is given in

parenthesis. For abbreviations, see text. 1—PEM (∼ 50–150µ m), 2—CL (∼

10–20µ m), 3—GDL (∼ 200–300µ m), 4—cathode FFP (∼ 1mm), 5—anode

FFP (∼ 1mm), and 6—CCP.

The very first FC was designed in 1842 by W.R. Grove
and named by him as gaseous voltaic battery (Cleveland and
Morris, 2014). The term “fuel cell” was coined later, in 1889,
by the chemists L. Mond and C. Langer. A breakthrough
in FC development are connected with the introduction of
a sulphonated polystyrene (SP) ion-exchange membrane as
the electrolyte by W. T. Grubb in 1955, and by platinum
deposition onto the membrane by L. Niedrach in 1958. In 1966
the SP membrane was replaced by Nafion ionomer that is in
use nowadays.

The MEA itself is sandwiched between two flow field plates
in a single cell or between two bipolar plates in a PEMFC stack.
The flow field plate (FFP) is an important component of the cell
as it supplies fuel (hydrogen, H2), and oxidant (air, O2) to the
MEA, removes water, and collects electrons produced. It also
provides mechanical support for the MEA (Figure 1). The FFP
has several roles, for example, it separates gases between the half

Abbreviations: AR, aspect ratio; AR = D/W, depth/width; B, width of the rib
area (base); CCP, current collector plate; CFD, computational fluid dynamics;
CL, catalytic layer; D, depth of the channel; DM, direct methanol fuel cell;
EER, electrochemical reaction region; FFP, flow field plate; PEMFC, Proton
exchange membrane fuel cell; GDL, gas diffusion layer; L, length of the channel;
MEA, membrane electrode assembly; PEM, proton exchange membrane; PTFE,
polytetrafluoroethylene; W, width of the channel.

cells and neighboring cells in a stack; it provides an electronic
conducting medium between the anode and cathode; it possesses
a specific flow field design containing channels allowing even
distribution of the reaction gases; it provides a solid structure
for the MEA, and it facilitates water and heat management
(Hamilton and Pollet, 2010).

The FFPs are fabricated from porous/non-porous graphite,
coated/non-coated metal, polymer–carbon or polymer–metal
composites (Hermann et al., 2005; Hamilton and Pollet, 2010).
The FFP material must be physically durable, electronically and
thermally conductive, chemically inert, gas impermeable, easy
to manufacture, and have low-cost (Arvay et al., 2013). The
graphite plates are brittle and must be manufactured rather thick
to meet the durability requirements, which in turn increases
their weight and cost. Metal plates can be machined very thin,
but many metals are subject to corrosion when exposed to
oxygen and water at high temperatures. Also, graphite is unstable
and spontaneously exfoliated with respect to chemical oxidation
(Skákalová et al., 2018).

Power losses in the FC depend greatly on the current
density and the gas transport to the electrodes (Kjelstrup et al.,
2010; Zlotorowicz et al., 2015). Losses are evaluated from the
polarization curve. This is also used when someone speaks of the
FC efficiency. It can be distinguished between direct and indirect
losses. The direct losses are connected to the electric circuit
and consist of resistance losses due to the chemical reaction
(overpotentials) and ohmic resistances in the circuit. The indirect
ones are connected with changes in concentration at the catalytic
site, due to rate-limiting diffusion of reactants to the catalyst.
Liquid water clogging the pores, will contribute to diffusional
losses. Mass transport limitations can seriously affect the PEMFC
performance (Li et al., 2008; Yousfi-Steiner et al., 2008; Barbir,
2013; Ous and Arcoumanis, 2013). The main role of the FFP
is to prevent this type of loss, while keeping the electric and
thermal conductivity high. A poor flow-field design can lead to
non-uniform reactant distribution in the cell, water condensation
in the cathode FFP and clogging of channels with water films
and/or drops (Hussaini and Wang, 2009; Pei et al., 2016). The
clogging develops gradually via the (i) single-phase flow with
stray water droplets, followed by (ii) droplet flow with stable
droplets, (iii) film flowwith continual films of the walls and stable
droplets, and finally (iv) slug flow with high water accumulation
(Ji and Wei, 2009).

The PEMFC performance can also be hampered by a high
local operating temperature, water management, and need for
high density of catalyst. The main challenge in the development
of PEMFC for automotive applications is to reduce the overall
costs of the FC stack (EG&G Technical Services, Inc., 2000;
Barbir, 2013). In their latest report, the US Department of Energy
(April 25, 2018) announced a target price of US$40/kW for
500,000 systems per year, including 80 kW automobiles and 160
kW trucks (US Department of Energy, 2018). The FFP comprises
> 60% of the weight and 30% of the total cost of the FC
stack (Li and Sabir, 2005; Chowdhury et al., 2018; Pollet et al.,
2019). A good design of the FFP can thus improve the overall
PEMFC stack performance in terms of costs as much as 50%
(Kahraman and Orhan, 2017).
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The Japanese NEDO’s Technology Development Roadmap
2017 (New Energy and Industrial Technology Development
Organization, 2017) has as goal for 2040 to achieve a cell voltage
of 0.85V at 4.4 A/cm2 and 1.1V at 0.2 A/cm2. According to
Suzuki et al. (2019) these targets are within reach if all parts of
the FC can be optimized beyond the state-of-the-art. Especially
materials innovations are needed because the target operating
temperature is 120◦C.

Performance targets set within Europe differ from application
to application (for example for use in electric cars, in trains,
etc.) (Fuel Cells and Hydrogen 2 Joint Undertaking FCH 2 JU,
2018). There is a big focus on parameters like catalyst loading,
system costs, durability and general cell volumetric power, and
less focus on the performance curve alone as described in New
Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization
(2017). The system’s cost goal for 2,030 is set at e40/kW
for light electric vehicles, given a power density of minimum
2W/cm².

China has likewise created a Roadmap for Energy Saving
and New Energy Vehicles (Strategy Advisory Committee of
the Technology Roadmap for Energy Saving and New Energy
Vehicles, 2016). The stated goal is focused more on the cost
of FC stacks in vehicles, than on the performance in terms of
power density. The power density goal of a stack is set at 4 kW/L
for 2030, which is much lower than the one from the NEDO’s
Technology Development Roadmap 2017 (6 kW/L). The cost
goal however is below the one set in the current DOE target
(around US$22/kW in 2030).

A comparison between what is available on the market and
the progress beyond the state of the art in research is given by
Gittleman et al. (2019) and Wang et al. (2019).

There is now consensus in the literature that the following
properties are important for good FC performance (Arico et al.,
2000; Swanepoel, 2005; Jung et al., 2006; Maharudrayya et al.,
2006; van Tonder and Pienaar, 2011; Arbabi and Roshandel,
2012; Manso et al., 2012; Sousa et al., 2012)

The flow field must:

1. Uniformly deliver well-dispersed gases to the whole catalytic
layers at the cathode and the anode;

2. Have sufficient rib area to provide high
electronic conductivity;

3. Ensure transport of oxygen gas with a small pressure drop
across the FFP;

4. Provide simple and effective liquid water removal to prevent
water flooding;

5. Supply oxygen to the catalytic layer at a speed sufficient to
meet demands of the cathode.

In this review, the most central flow field designs that have been
proposed in the literature, will be discussed with respect to their
performance on points 1–5. The most important criterion is that
of uniformity in the gas distribution to and inside the GDL and in
the catalytic layers. If this can be achieved with a small pressure
drop, also the energy dissipation in the flow field becomes
favorable. The designs are in the end compared with respect to
these criteria in Table 1. The review is limited to flow field plate
patterns only. Materials, design, and optimum combinations of

the MEA and flow field plate are separate important problems
and issues for other reviews.

The geometry of the bipolar plates is essential in yet another
context. They may allow for weight reductions through thickness
variations. This counts in disfavor of graphite as a FFP, as this
material must be thick to avoid gas leakage and damage of the
plate whichmust be pressed to GDL in a stack. Song et al. gives an
overview about materials which can be used to create thin FFPs
(Song et al., 2019).

The present review focuses on low temperature PEMFCs. For
studies on the flow field pattern in high temperature PEMFCs,
it can be referred to Taccani and Zuliani (2011). Hamilton and
Pollet (2010) and Asri et al. (2017) gave a good overview of the
different materials and coatings being used in fuel cells, including
material suitability, and performance analysis.

CONVENTIONAL DESIGNS AND THEIR
MODIFICATIONS

The four most common FFP designs are schematically shown
in Figure 2. They include serpentine, parallel, pin-type, and
interdigitated flow fields that are referred as conventional
designs. Their advantages and disadvantages have been
thoroughly studied (Li and Sabir, 2005). Great efforts have been
devoted to design and explore flow fields that solve the flooding,
current distribution, and pressure drop problems (Choi et al.,
2011; Chiu et al., 2012). Besides these conventional FFPs, there
are mixed designs, circular, tubular (3D), cascade (or pyramid),
fractal, and biomimetic flow fields (Jang et al., 2012; Arvay et al.,
2013). It has been shown that variations in the FFP design cause
differences in peak power density; up to 300% difference between
equivalent systems (Spernjak et al., 2010). The serpentine flow
field is still regarded as the most popular choice, because of its
performance, robustness, reliability, and an acceptable pressure
drop (Nguyen et al., 2004; Park and Li, 2007; Jeon et al., 2008).
For this reason, all the other flow fields shall be compared with
the serpentine pattern.

Serpentine Design
The traditional serpentine design (Figures 2A,C) has a single
continuous channel covering the whole area of the FFP. A single
inlet is connected to a single outlet. The reactant gases move
everywhere from the FFP through porous GDL via under-rib
paths. The serpentine design has emerged as an industry standard
because of its robust performance and ability to reproduce
results (Suresh et al., 2011). It is used as a reference design,
to assess any improved or new designs of FFP. Though water
accumulates in the downstream channels, and there are short
bends (Wang, 2004; Li et al., 2007; Jeon et al., 2008), the
serpentine topology reduces the risk of flooding in the channel
because liquid water can be pushed out. A gas exposed to
a relatively high-pressure drop will accomplish this (Arvay
et al., 2013; Kahraman and Orhan, 2017). The column for the
serpentine design in Table 1 has therefore a plus for water
removal. The serpentine flow field is suitable for both small
and large active membrane areas (Zhang et al., 2011; Park
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TABLE 1 | Advantages and disadvantages of various designs tested in the proton exchange membrane FC.

Property

tested/Design

Serpentine Parallel Mesh-type Interdigitated Channel

improvements (L/W)

Non-planar Porous-type Fractal-type Biomimetic

Uniform gas

distribution

– – – + + – + +

Electrical

conductivity

+

Pressure drop – + +/– – – +

Water removal + – – + + – –

Diffusion

limitations

– – + +

The performances have been compared to serpentine design if nothing else is stated. The advantages, disadvantages of the serpentine design set the stage. Minus or plus indicate

that the design has a disadvantage or advantage. Open space means not tested, or neutral effect. L/W means length/width ratio of supply channel.

FIGURE 2 | Schematic pictures of conventional FFP designs: 1-channel serpentine (A), 5-channel serpentine (B), parallel (D), pin-type (E), interdigitated (F), and a

photo of the 1-channel serpentine with 50 × 50mm FFP (C); the inlet channels are marked in white the outlet ones are in gray.

et al., 2012; Kahraman and Orhan, 2017; Ozden et al., 2017;
Ouellette et al., 2018). This is because it provides good under-rib
convection in the GDL due to the relatively high local pressure
drop between consecutive channels (Nam et al., 2009; Zhang
et al., 2011; Park et al., 2012; Kahraman and Orhan, 2017;
Ozden et al., 2017; Ouellette et al., 2018). It also provides a
stable performance due to its good mass transfer and reactant
distribution capabilities across the flow channels (Jung et al.,
2006; Choi et al., 2011). Furthermore, it gives a relatively smooth
temperature distribution.

The disadvantages of the serpentine designs are a high
resistivity to flow due to the long narrow channel and presence of
short bended channel paths (Tüber et al., 2004; Jeon et al., 2008;
Kloess et al., 2009; Suresh et al., 2011). At low current densities,
water can be accumulated below the ribs of the FFP, while at
higher current densities this can also happen in the channels
(Figures 2A,B). Serpentine flow channels for the reactant gas
streams and coolant flows produce a low-temperature region
near the channel inlet, and a high-temperature region near the
outlet (Li et al., 2007). The problem of high-pressure drops
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has been partially solved using a smaller-sized PEMFC and by
optimization of the channel and base dimensions (see below)
(Zhang et al., 2011; Park et al., 2012; Kahraman and Orhan,
2017; Ozden et al., 2017; Ouellette et al., 2018). There is often
a non-uniform reactant distribution in the GDL due to reactant
depletion along the channel (Zhang et al., 2011; Park et al., 2012;
Kahraman and Orhan, 2017; Ozden et al., 2017; Ouellette et al.,
2018). A partial solution to these disadvantages was obtained by
multi-path serpentine geometries (Figure 2B) and smaller sized
PEMFC. For instance, for commercial FFPs with dimensions
50 × 50mm, the design is based on five parallel channels of
width W = 1mm and depth D = 1mm each, see Figure 2B.
In this design the gas moved in a serpentine manner through 5
parallel paths from the inlet to the outlet at the corners of the
FFP (round holes in FFP) making 4–5 turns only. In comparison
to the single channel serpentine, this design has channels with
4–5 times shorter lengths and therefore, smaller pressure-drop
governing the flow; better water removal from the channels; more
uniform gas distribution and, in that way, higher performance.
Location of the inlet/outlet and the type of their connection
to the parallel channels also influences the FC performance
(Belchor et al., 2012).

The disadvantages of such designs remain similar to those for
the single channel serpentine (Nam et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2011;
Park et al., 2012; Arvay et al., 2013; Kahraman and Orhan, 2017;
Ozden et al., 2017; Ouellette et al., 2018):

1. Non-uniform reactant distribution in the GDL due to reactant
depletion in the short bends and along the channels;

2. A relatively high pressure drop across long length, parallel
channels, and in the short bends when the flow gets rotated
at 180◦.

During the last 15 years there have been many attempts to
improve the FFP design and obtain more uniform distributions
of reactants and better water removal at reasonable low pressure
drops. The relative efficiency of the single-and multi-channel
serpentine geometry depends upon their detailed shape and
the flow regime. The shape is determined by the W and D
of the channels and the distance between them (rib or base,
B). In the single-serpentine design sub-rib convection presents
under all ribs because of the pressure difference between them.
Therefore, the sub-rib convection significantly influences the
FC performance especially when the O2 supply or membrane
moisture content is limited, and the influence almost does not
depend on the aspect ratio (AR = D/W) (Wang et al., 2009). In
the multi-pass serpentine FFP the sub-rib convection between
the parallel channels is lower due to small pressure differences.
At operating voltages < 0.7V, the reduced channel AR < 1
increased the reactant inlet flow velocity, enhanced liquid water
removal, and promoted O2–transport to the GDL. For both
designs, the cathode pressure drops increase as the channel AR
decreases. They also found that the low external and internal heat
transfer coefficients increased the temperature inside the PEMFC
and led to too strong sub-rib convection. The combination
of high temperature and sub-rib convection may cause PEM
dry-out and rapid decrease in the PEMFC performance
(Wang et al., 2009).

Different numbers of the parallel channels in the serpentine
design have been studied. For commercial FFPs, with 200 cm2

reactive area, the 26-channel serpentine flow field gave the
best performance and the lowest “pumping power” because
the channels became reasonably short and the bends were
longer compared to the single channel design (Shimpalee et al.,
2006). The multi-path geometry decreased the risks of water
accumulation and decreased the pressure drop. Two types of
interconnections of the 26 channels of W × D = 0.9mm ×

0.55mm, and B = 0.9mm have been studied. It was shown
that the shorter path resulted in a more uniform temperature
and current distribution and less condensed liquid water
accumulation than in the longer path. The 13-channel serpentine
FFP geometry has as advantage of its overall performance in
comparison with the 26-channel, 6-and 3-channel, due to smaller
differences in PEM hydration. The membrane water content
and its uniformity are key factors for a low ohmic membrane
resistance (Shimpalee et al., 2006).

Serpentine geometry with tapered, constricted, stepped, and
asymmetric channels exhibited (Kahraman and Orhan, 2017):
(i) improved performance under low cell voltage, (ii) improved
mass transport, and (iii) improved water removal. However,
these geometries exhibit high pressure drops and are vulnerable
for flooding in the downstream channels and short bends
(Wang, 2004; Li et al., 2007; Jeon et al., 2008).

The mixed serpentine designs like split with mirror or double-
mirror locations were aimed at an intensification of mixing of
the reactants at every turn of the channels. The advantages
are (Kahraman and Orhan, 2017; Kahraman et al., 2017) as
follows: (i) high uniform reactant distribution, and (ii) lower
pressure drop in comparison to the single channel serpentine.
The disadvantages are the same as for single and multiple-path
serpentine geometries. The mirror-serpentine designs have been
recommended for large active MEA areas, because the flow
field can be split into smaller independent flow-field cells with
their own inlets and outlets. That lead to: (i) a decrease in the
pressure drop, and (ii) a more uniform reactant distribution in
comparison to the non-split serpentine design over the entire
MEA area.

Waved channels for the serpentine design (Figures 3A,B)
were found to be better for reactant transport and water removal
because they allow a variation in the local flow along the waved
walls (Li et al., 2017). The 3D CFD computations revealed that
slopes of 30 and 45◦ were more efficient than slopes 0 and
15◦. The finding was confirmed experimentally. Since the slope
45◦ exhibited a higher hydraulic resistivity, the value 30◦ was
recommended for the cathode FFP.

A summary of results on the serpentine flow fields is shown in
the first column of Table 1. The minuses are due to liquid water
that tends to accumulate in the short bends of the serpentine
channels, and the relatively high and variable pressure drop that
can cause uneven gas diffusion from the FFP into the GDL. The
design is favorable with respect to water removal.

Parallel Design
The parallel design, first patented by Pollegri and Spaziante
(1980), has multiple parallel paths from the inlet to the outlet
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FIGURE 3 | 3-channel serpentine FFP with waved channels (A). A cross-sectional view is shown in (B) [sketched after (Li et al., 2017)].

FIGURE 4 | Examples of modifications of the parallel design: one multi-path inlet/outlet (A), several multi-paths (B) and inlets/outlets of a constant width with a

gradually decreasing inlet channel (C).

without bends (Figure 2D) in order to decrease the hydraulic
resistivity of the flow-field. It was found that this geometry
reduced the pressure needed to maintain a constant flow rate
at the inlet (Hontañón et al., 2000; Lobato et al., 2010). This
feature can be beneficial for the entropy production rate, but
low pressure at the outlet side may not be able to push
out the condensed water. Therefore, water droplets appeared,
grew and finally blocked the flow-field channels. This led to a
non-uniform distribution of reactant gases and temperatures,
which again reduced the life of the system and the overall
performance. Parallel designs usually demonstrate the lowest
overall performance among the conventional designs (Wang
et al., 2008; Kandlikar et al., 2009; Oliveira et al., 2010; Lu and
Reddy, 2011; Kahraman and Orhan, 2017; Ouellette et al., 2018,
p. 32). Results for these designs are summarized in Table 1,
column two.

Some modifications of the parallel design are shown in
Figures 4A–C. Several variations including one multi-path
(Figure 4A), two narrow and two multi-tube (Figure 4B)
inlets and outlets with different widths of the transverse and
longitudinal channels have recently been proposed (Lim et al.,
2017). The increased width of the outlet channels created
a larger pressure drop at the distal ends of the channels,
pushing out water. CFD simulations showed that the proposed
designs yielded a more uniform flow distribution, as well as

gradual pressure reduction from the inlets to outlets, both
increase the PEMFC performance. The single inlet/outlet design
generated more uniform reactant distribution than the double
inlet/outlet designs.

The parallel design with gradually decreasing inlet channel
width (Figure 4C) gives high flow rates through the secondary
channels in the mid portion of the FFP. Thus, in this design
∼60–70% of the flow passed through the initial 80% of total flow-
field area (Hossain et al., 2017). The smoother branching angles
of the secondary channels produced lower hydraulic resistivity
and therefore smaller energy dissipation. The central location
of the outlet provided a better flow distribution compared to
conventional parallel channel flow field.

So-called Z-shape designs with the parallel channels located
in the Z-shape (Figure 4B) have some advantages over the
parallel ones (cf. Table 1): (i) lower pressure drops, (ii) uniform
distribution of single-phase and two-phase flow and absence of
plugs, (iii) lower parasitic power for the air supply system; and
(iv) higher overall efficiency (Ashrafi et al., 2018).

Mesh-Type Design
Mesh-type (pin- or grid-type) designs are composed by two
orthogonal sets of parallel channels (Figure 2E) allowing two-
directional flows (Lobato et al., 2011; Manso et al., 2012; Guo
et al., 2013; Ouellette et al., 2018). Such designs provide a much
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FIGURE 5 | Sketches of mesh-type design modifications: with additional areas helping the gas coalesce with water droplets, from (Kahraman and Orhan, 2017) (A),

with gradually increasing/decreasing, from (Guo et al., 2011) (B) and optimized, from (Guo et al., 2013) (C) channel widths, and intersectant geometry, from (Wang

et al., 2008) (D).

lower pressure drop than the serpentine design, since the water
accumulation at the cathode FFP becomes lower than in the
parallel designs, meaning that the number of droplets blocking
an individual channel are reduced (Arvay et al., 2013). The
main advantage of the mesh-type design in comparison to the
serpentine and other conventional designs, is the low pressure
drop, due to a relatively low hydrodynamic resistivity of the
interconnected channels. The disadvantage is an uneven flow
distribution and appearance of stagnant areas (see Table 1). The
disadvantages can be related to the presence of a variety of
different routes for flow from the inlet to the outlet. The routes
located close to the diagonal of the FFP have the lowest resistivity
and, thus, the highest flow rate. This altogether leads to Lobato
et al. (2011), Manso et al. (2012), Guo et al. (2013), Kahraman
and Orhan (2017), and Ouellette et al. (2018) (i) inhomogeneous
reactant distribution when the corners far from the inlet and
outlet remain almost without reactant, (ii) inhomogeneous
condensed water removal, (iii) inhomogeneous current density
distribution, (iv) low PEMFC power efficiency (power density
values are much lower than in the serpentine designs for the same
flow regimes; Hsieh and Huang, 2008).

A prolonged PEMFC operation with mesh-type FFP at high
flow rates can lead to complete flooding of the FFP. To overcome
the problem, the designs have been modified with additional
areas outside the active area, to help the gas coalesce with
water droplets (Figure 5A) (Kahraman and Orhan, 2017). Using
smoothly varying channel widths (Figure 5B) (Guo et al., 2011;
Arvay et al., 2013), and gradually decreasing channel widths
(Figure 5C) (Guo et al., 2013) the problem was overcome.
Assuming Poiseuille flow with uniform reactant consumption in
each node of the mesh, the optimal widths of the nodes for the
minimal flow variations in the nodes over all the system were
computed. It was shown this geometry could increase the PEMFC
performance by∼10%.

Recently a non-rectangular intersectant geometry
(Figure 5D) has been tested based on a theoretical model
and on the experimental setup for a metallic FFP (Dong-Hui
et al., 2017, 2018). The optimal dimensions and porosity per unit
length were determined as 0.6 × 0.3mm and 0.5, respectively.
The intersectant design at the optimal operating parameters,
300 ml/min for the hydrogen flow, 500 ml/min for the air

flow, and at operating temperature of 80◦C, exhibited better
performance than the standard single channel serpentine design
(see Table 1).

Interdigitated Designs
Interdigitated flow-field geometries do not have a continuous
path from the inlet to the outlet, so the channels have dead-ends
(Figure 2F) (Hu et al., 2004). Such designs are aimed at forcing
gas flow delivery through the GDL to the reaction sites in the
MEA and remove water more efficiently (Arvay et al., 2013).
It was shown that generally, interdigitated designs performed
better than parallel designs, but worse than serpentine ones (Hu
et al., 2004; Spernjak et al., 2010). The corresponding differences
depended on flow conditions (Zhang et al., 2009). Interdigitated
designs seem to be able to manage water removal better than
parallel designs, without the excessively large pressure drops
proper to serpentine designs (Jang et al., 2012).

The advantages of the interdigitated design (Wang et al., 2008;
Oliveira et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2011; Kahraman and Orhan,
2017; Ozden et al., 2017; Ouellette et al., 2018) are as follows:
(i) efficient water removal due to forced under-rib convection
in the GDL (high pressure drop), and (ii) high performance at
high current densities when water production is significant. The
disadvantages are: (i) this type of FFP has the highest resistivity
and pressure drop among all designs due to disconnected
channels, (ii) the PEMFC performance is strongly determined by
GDL properties, (iii) possible long-term damage to the GDL and
MEA from excessive convective forces (see Table 1).

Some modified interdigitated designs with varying (both
decreasing and increasing) widths of the parallel channels from
central to lateral ones with two (Figures 6A,B) and three
(Figure 6C) inlets and different number of parallel channels may
be beneficial, due to their reduced pressure drop and improved
current distribution compared to conventional interdigitated
design (Figure 2F). Variation of the widths, depths and rib width
values within wide ranges, reveals designs with lowest pressure
drops and highest performance (Arvay et al., 2015).

Two interdigitated designs (Figures 6D,E) are biologically
inspired. They mimic the lung (Figure 6D) and the plant
leaf flow conduction systems (Figure 6E) (Kloess et al., 2009).
3D numerical computations revealed that both designs can
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FIGURE 6 | Sketches of modifications of interdigitated designs: with two inlets (A) and perimeter channels (B), with three inlets (C) from Arvay et al. (2015),

non-fractal lung-type (D) and leaf-type (E) from Kloess et al. (2009), switched parallel-interdigitated type (F), from Santamaria et al. (2013).

produce up to 30% more in peak power density in comparison
with conventional interdigitated (Figure 2F) and single-channel
serpentine (Figure 2A) designs, with the same dimensions of
the channels and bases. It was shown by CFD simulations and
experiments at operating temperatures T = 65–75◦C, 2 atm
back-pressure, and 100% relative humidity (RH), that the leaf
design (Figure 6E) performed better than the lung-type design
(Figure 6D). A comparative experimental study of different
combinations of 5-channel serpentine, lung-based (Figure 6D),
and leaf-based (Figure 6E) designs showed that the lung-based
structure displayed the lowest performance under all tested
operating conditions (Ozden et al., 2017).

The synthetic design (Figure 6F) can be switched
from classical parallel to interdigitated and vice versa by
closing/opening of the taps (T) (Santamaria et al., 2013). It
was shown by experiments that the parallel flow field regime
produced higher system power and lower water at lower current
densities. At high current densities, when water production was
significant, the interdigitated design was more efficient for water
removal and higher performance of the FC.

In principle, one could use different designs for the anode and
cathode FFPs. Combinations of serpentine (S) and interdigitated
(I) FFP designs S-S, S-I, and I-S for the anode and cathode,
respectively, have been tested (Ouellette et al., 2018). It was found
that the best performance could be achieved when the serpentine
FFP was used at the anode and the interdigitated FFP at the
cathode. The highest reactant uniformity in the catalyst layer
(CL) was observed in the S-S and S-I configurations.

IMPROVEMENT OF THE CHANNEL
GEOMETRIES

Variations in Dimensions of the Channels
and Ribs
High impact of the 3D- nature of gas and water channels
in the FFP system on the FC efficiency has been confirmed
by experiments and numerical simulations. In the 3-
channel serpentine FFP the decrease in the channel
depth from W = 1.0–0.3mm linearly increased the FC
performance due to lower water accumulation in the
channels confirmed by experiments on a transparent FFP
(Hwang et al., 2008). The decreased channel depth leads
to an increase in the linear velocity of the reactants and
products at the same flow rate that, in turn, improves
water removal.

The ratios between W, L, and B have also a great effect on
the reactants flows, pressure drop, water removal, mechanical
stiffness, temperature distribution, as well as on the electrical
conductivity (Sadiq Al-Baghdadi, 2008; Wang et al., 2010a). It
is recalled that the flow channels are used for water and heat
removal, reactants delivery and distribution to/in GDL and CL.
The space between the flow channels is used for heat/mass
transfer, electric current collection, and transmission. Different
strategies to improve the water/heat management and PEMFC
efficiency by changing the channel path length, rib width B, and
rib/channel width ratio B/W have been proposed (Shimpalee
et al., 2006; Manso et al., 2012; Wawdee et al., 2015).
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An experimental study of the flow interactions in the adjacent
micro-channels, revealed that under-rib convection has an
essential effect on the PEMFC performance arising from the local
electricity collection under either the inlet channel or the rib
areas (Chen et al., 2017). The rib areas possessed the highest
current density when sufficient pressure differences were applied
to the FFP. The inlet channel always exhibited a higher current
density than the outlet channel, possibly due to its higher gas
concentration. The existence of an optimal pressure drop in the
flow field was documented, when the current density under the
inlet channel and the rib areas reached its maximum. The 3D
CFD computational results showed that significant temperature
gradients exist within the PEMFC, with temperature differences
of several degrees within the MEA (Berning et al., 2002). This
was explained by charge transport under the collector plates. A
major impact on the current distribution as well as the predicted
limiting currents was also seen. The 6- and 10-channel serpentine
flow fields with different combinations of the channel dimensions
W = 0.5 and 0.9mm, D = 0.5 and 1mm, B = 0.5 and 0.8mm
have been studied with isothermal two-phase 3D models (Wang
et al., 2017). It was shown that the PEMFC performance can be
increased by using narrower channels and smaller cross sections
(Kreesaeng et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2017). At low current
densities when water starts to accumulate in the GDL at under-
rib regions, the under-rib convection plays a more important role
for water removal, than the pressure drop does. At high currents,
water starts to accumulate in the channels and the pressure drop
becomesmore important for water removal and promotion of the
oxygen transport to the catalyst layer.

Some of the proposed designs have led to a higher pressure
drop (Shimpalee and Van Zee, 2007), lower PEM hydration and
conductivity, ineffective heat and water management (Shimpalee
et al., 2006). The general conclusion is that wider ribs and shorter
and narrower channels improve the reactant distribution in the
GDL (Shimpalee et al., 2006; Manso et al., 2012). Nevertheless,
the influence of the L/W ratios on the flow parameters and
FC performance revealed some contradictions (Shimpalee et al.,
2006; Manso et al., 2012; Chowdhury et al., 2018). For instance,
the ratio L/W>1 is favorable for:

◦ Mechanical support of flow field for PEM and GDL;
◦ High membrane water content;
◦ Good electrical conductivity;
◦ Fast heat transfer from the membrane;
◦ Uniform current distribution in MEA;
◦ Uniform temperature distribution in MEA;
◦ Better PEMFC performance at high current densities;

while the ratio L/W<1 is favorable for:

◦ Lower pressure drop across the flow fields;
◦ Larger contact area between the reactants and the GDL;
◦ Better water removal from the GDL;
◦ Lower total cell voltage losses.

Additionally, the width/rib (W/B) ratio influences the same main
features of the PEMFC efficiency and make the problem of the
FFP optimization even more ambiguous. In Goebel (2011), the

importance of the width of the ribs was demonstrated, and
the best performance of the PEMFC was detected for W/B
= 0.25/0.25mm value within the limits B = 0.25–1mm. FFPs
with shallow channels exhibited higher performance than the
deep ones. The reason for this was that shallower channels
have a higher-pressure difference between adjacent channels than
deeper channels, leading to an increase in O2 transport due to
higher under-rib convection (Inoue et al., 2006). The forced gas
delivery led to better performance when the FFP had tapered
channels (Liu et al., 2006).

For some channel designs, the reactants were removed too
quickly from the CL, leading to appearance of dead zones with
low energy production (Ouellette et al., 2018). In conclusion
it can be said that multi-criteria optimization approaches are
important for design improvements. Some designs for optimal
pressure drop and cooling efficiency have been discussed in
Alizadeh et al. (2016).

Similar conclusions have been derived in the experimental
study of 44 cm2 graphite cathode plates with four single
serpentine geometries of 1mm channel depth and various widths
of 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2mm (Zhang et al., 2019). The number or
the parallel paths were 43, 31, 27, and 23, accordingly. It was
found that the cell performance always increased with a decrease
in the rib width and an increase in the inlet flow rates in the
channels when the provided pumping power was not taken into
consideration. However, when pumping power was accounted
for, the net power density reached a maximum at different
combinations of rib widths and reactant flow rates depending on
the cell voltage.

Numerical simulations revealed that a maximum current
density j = 1.04 A/cm2 could be achieved at B/W = 0.25/0.25,
but the anode/cathode pressure drop in this case became
very high [∼15/92 Pa (anode/cathode) for 25mm channel
length] (Chowdhury et al., 2018). A low pressure drop along
anode/cathode channel 1p ∼2/6 Pa was reached at B/W =

0.25/2.0, but in this case the current density was only 0.79
A/cm2 and the ohmic resistance was very high. Therefore,
an intermediate value B/W = 1.0/1.0mm was proposed as
an optimal one, giving the current density 0.9 cm2, and the
anode/cathode pressure drop of 1p∼3/11 Pa (Chowdhury et al.,
2018). The ohmic losses from the interfacial contact between the
FFP and GDL increased monotonously with the B/W ratio, while
the loss due to diffusion in the GDL remained negligible. The
impact of the FFP on the polarization curve rapidly decreases at
B/W < 0.2 and slowly decreases at B/W > 0.2. As a result, the
total voltage loss is at its minimum at 0.4<B/W<0.6.

Variations in Cross-Sectional Shape
Variations in the geometry of the serpentine design and
the shape of the channels have been studied theoretically
and experimentally. Circular (Sadiq Al-Baghdadi, 2008;
Mohammadi-Ahmar et al., 2016), annular (Khazaee and
Ghazikhani, 2011), semi-circle (Kumar and Reddy, 2003a),
trapezoidal (Sun et al., 2006), and triangle (Owejan et al.,
2007) cross-sectional shapes of the channel have been proposed
and tested.
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Numerical computations on the FFP with dimensions 40
× 40mm with 20 channels of the same W = 1.5mm and
square, triangle, and semicircle cross-sections in a serpentine
design have been carried out (Kumar and Reddy, 2003a). It was
shown for the same inlet flow rates, that the pressure drop was
lower in the rectangular shape and higher in the semi-circle
channels. Hydrogen consumption was 84.8% in the rectangular,
92.5% in triangular, and 92.9% in the semi-circular channels,
i.e., the latter was more efficient. O2–consumption was maximal
at D = 1.5mm, i.e., in the quadratic cross-sections. Therefore,
simultaneous demands for minimum pressure drop and high
H2-consumption are contradictory. A two-criterion optimization
approach could determine optimalW×D dimensions and cross-
section shape. The problem formulation in Kumar and Reddy
(2003a) is incorrect because the chosen cross-sections (squareW
× D =1 × 1mm, equilateral triangleW = 1mm, and semicircle
D = 0.5mm) possess different hydraulic resistivity and lateral
surfaces for the mass and heat exchange.

The rectangular and triangular shapes of the same width
and cross-sectional area were compared in experiments (Owejan
et al., 2007). Both cathode and anode FFPs had the 5-channel
serpentine design with four short bends (Figure 2C), and the
anode plate was turned at an angle of π /2 reathode plate. It
was found that the condensed water was mostly trapped in the
two corners adjacent to the GDL; therefore, the channels with
triangular geometry retain less water than rectangular channels.
When the GDL with lower in-plane gas permeability was used, a
smaller amount of the retained water was detected.

With a 3D non-isothermal model of the flow-field, using
a genetic algorithm to study the optimization of channel
configuration, it was found that the trapezoidal shape was better
than the square shape 1 × 1mm with the same cross sectional
area (Zeng et al., 2017). The optimal dimensions (W = 1.3mm,
D= 1.1, and bottomwidth 0.89) increased the productivity of the
PEMFC by 10.92% at an operating cell voltage of 0.4 V.

Additional Improvement Measures
The channels could also be modified by an additional slant up or
down related to the plane of the FFP. The down-slanted (at the
angle of 20◦) parallel channels in the 5-channel serpentine design
of the anode FFP increased the PEMFC performance (Bunmark
et al., 2010). The down-slanted channels increased water back
diffusion from the cathode to anode, decreased the concentration
of condensed water in the anode GDL and CL, leading to PEM
hydration and higher PEMFC performance especially in the
medium current region. The same modifications of the cathode
FFP led to intense water draining from the cathode side leading
to PEM dehydration and reduction in the PEMFC performance.
The up slanted anode or/and cathode channels induced flooding
and low performance. Similar results have been obtained on the
35◦ slanted channels (Wawdee et al., 2015).

MIXED AND NON-PLANAR DESIGNS

There are many experimental and theoretical studies of different
modifications of conventional designs, including different
numbers (Jeon et al., 2008; Boddu et al., 2009), and dimensions

(Kumar and Reddy, 2003a; Ferng et al., 2008; Ferng and Su, 2007;
Wang et al., 2010b) of inlets, outlets, and channels, smoothed
corners, and other improvements. Mixed designs are based upon
combinations of two or more of the convenient designs like
parallel-serpentine, mirror-serpentine, serially linked serpentine
(Kahraman and Orhan, 2017), spiral-serpentine (Tang et al.,
2010), split-serpentine (Suresh et al., 2011), and others. Some of
them managed to enhance under-rib convection, improve water
removal, and FC performance noticeably (Suresh et al., 2011).

Several tubular designs presented by the usual sandwich-type
FC composition (Figure 1) rolled into a cylindrical (Khazaee
and Ghazikhani, 2011; Saghali and Mahmoudimehr, 2017) or
conical shapes have also been proposed (Mohammadi-Ahmar
et al., 2016). The cone geometry was estimated as more efficient
in comparison to the cylindrical one with the same design
(serpentine or parallel) of the flow-field.

CIRCULAR GEOMETRY OF FFP

Other less common approaches include radial (Figures 7A–C)
(Cano-Andrade et al., 2010; Friess and Hoorfar, 2012) and spiral
(Figure 7D) (Juárez-Robles et al., 2008) designs for circular
FFPs and PEMFCs. A radial flow-field design was developed
for a circular, tablet-type PEMFC. The reactants enter the
flow-field through a tube in the middle of the circular region
(Figures 7A–C) and move through the radial channels to the
perimeter. In some of these designs (Figures 7A,B) (Perez-Raya
et al., 2010), radial channels are linked by circular ones that
are used to keep the pressure drop even across the channel
length. The number of the radial channels could be different. A
numerical analysis of three radial flow configurations with 4, 8,
and 12 radial channels revealed that the 4-channel model had
the best performance, i.e., the highest current density production
at the lowest pressure drop along the channel length (Cano-
Andrade et al., 2010). The best gas velocity range 0.03 m/s < v
< 0.04 m/s allowed fast flow without any stagnation and flooding
at reasonable low pressure drops.

In other designs, the inlet and outlet channels are not
connected (Figure 7C). This mixed radial interdigitated design
provides additional smoothing of the reactant- and temperature
distributions, due to intensified mixing in the space between the
two systems of the interdigitated inlet and outlet channels. The
short paths of the radial designs provide very low resistance and,
thus, pressure drop. Due to the same reason, the water removal
is better, and a higher mass-transport, current density, and
better performance can be obtained (Cano-Andrade et al., 2010;
Friess and Hoorfar, 2012; Kahraman and Orhan, 2017). A better
performance was achieved even when the pressure drop was kept
twice as low as that in the square FC with the serpentine FFP
(Friess and Hoorfar, 2012), leading to the assessments in Table 1.

The radial flow-field design is still under development and
not well-documented by experiments. There are disadvantages
connected with the presence of the distributed system of outlets at
the perimeter. This increases system complexity especially when
the PEMFC is integrated into a full stack. That may also produce
instability, if one or several outlets become clogged by condensed
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FIGURE 7 | Sketches of radial designs: with 16-48-72 (A) and 18-24-32 (B)

radial and 2 circular channels, with 20 pairs of radial interdigitated channels

(C), from Friess and Hoorfar (2012), and 3-channel spiral design (D), from

Juárez-Robles et al. (2008).

water (Friess and Hoorfar, 2012). In dry air with radial flow-
fields, the PEM is susceptible to drying. The problem can be
solved by humidification of in the environment. Large ohmic
losses are also among the disadvantages of the radial design.

Spiral flow field geometry has also been developed for the
circular region (Gurau et al., 2003; Juárez-Robles et al., 2008),
but the relatively long spiral channels need higher pressure than
the parallel or synthetic designs do. An improved design with
multiple concentric spirals (Figure 7D) decreases the hydraulic
resistivity of the channels by decreasing their lengths. CFD
computations on spiral designs with 1–8 channels, showed that
the model with 4 spirals exhibited more uniform distributions
of reactants and current density, larger power generated, and
relatively small pressure drops (Juárez-Robles et al., 2008). The
model with 8 spirals demonstrated the worst performance.

POROUS TYPE FFPs

The porous materials provide better drainage of the condensed
water that is advantageous at high current densities (Tabe et al.,
2013; Kozakai et al., 2016), and more uniform reactant gas
distribution compared to the FFPs with channels (Hontañón
et al., 2000). The foams, meshes and fibrous porous materials
have been tested as candidates for the FFP (Kumar and Reddy,
2003b; Tang et al., 2010).

Metal meshes and foams are easy tomanufacture; they provide
a uniform flow distribution over the MEA and even distribution
of the current density, but they are vulnerable for corrosion

FIGURE 8 | Sketches of the fractal type designs for FFP: open channels

fractal+parallel with sharp (A) and smoothed (B) angles (from Tüber et al.,

2004), and closed channels fractal tree with sharp (C) and smoothed (D)

branching angles, from Luo and Tondeur (2005).

and need special anti-corrosion and hydrophobic coating that is
not such stable and durable like titanium and graphite (Arvay
et al., 2013). Unlike the foams, meshed materials have a regular
porous structure with single or dual porosity and are easier for
manufacturing, while in the foams identical porosity properties
are difficult for reproduction. Due to their plane construction
the meshes have a better controllable contact area with GDL
than the foams. Meshed FFP demonstrated good performance
at limited current ranges. Smaller pores lead to more uniform
reactant distributions but higher hydraulic resistivity and water
accumulation. Therefore, the optimal design satisfying the main
performance criteria for the FCs (see section Introduction) is
difficult for elaboration due to numerous disadvantages (Mallick
et al., 2016; Yuan et al., 2016; Kahraman and Orhan, 2017;
Ouellette et al., 2018). The flow resistance could be decreased
by optimizing the porosity of materials. Thus, the highly porous
material with ∼85% porosity and double peak in the pore
diameter distribution with maxima at d∼150 and ∼30µm
exhibited the smallest gas diffusion resistance at a high current
density operation among other materials (Kozakai et al., 2016).

FRACTAL TYPE DESIGN

The first multichannel fractal design of the PEM and direct
methanol FCs was proposed in 2004 (Tüber et al., 2004)
(Figures 8A,B). It was based on a combination of fractal
distributing and parallel delivering channels. A combination of
fractal distributing and serpentine delivering channels has also
been tested (Wang, 2015). By a fractal approach, it is meant that
the diameters and lengths of the channels of the consecutive
generations are related by the scaling laws
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dj+1

dj
= a,

Lj+1

Lj
= b (4)

where a and b are constants for self-similar scaling. The algorithm
that generates the structure is designed to fill in a given area
of rectangular shape (Figures 8A,B), Z-shape or other shapes.
The diameter ratios in the junctions were not determined in
Tüber et al. (2004). Under some operating conditions with
low water condensation, the PEMFC with fractal structure FFP
(Figures 8A,B) exhibited better performance than the serpentine
(Figure 2A) and parallel (Figure 2D) designs, mainly due to
the lower hydraulic resistivity of the fractal structure (Tüber
et al., 2004; Liu and Li, 2013). Anyway, the fractal system was
found to be vulnerable for blockage of the channels by water,
leading to non-uniform reactant distribution. Therefore, the
PEMFC performance with fractal channels was higher than the
conventional parallel design, but lower than the conventional
serpentine design (Tüber et al., 2004), cf. Table 1.

A uniform gas delivery to the MEA active area could be
achieved with a binary tree fractal with branching angle α =
π (Figure 8C). Rectangle channels in such designs can easily
be engraved in a graphite plate. Designs with different number
of generations with N = 16–64 outlets, have been studied
theoretically and experimentally (Damian-Ascencio et al., 2007;
Fan et al., 2008; Ramos-Alvarado et al., 2011).

The dimensions of the channels were computed based on the
optimization approach

Ẇ → min, V = const (5)

where W is the viscous dissipation and v is the volume.
Such design corresponds to minimum entropy production at
isothermal conditions (Kjelstrup and Røsjorde, 2005; Kjelstrup
et al., 2010). Due to asymmetry of the streamlines at the
branching and rather short lengths of the tubes, the resulting
flow in the multiple outlets will not be uniform. The flow non-
uniformity has been estimated by the parameters:

q =

√

√

√

√

1

N − 1

N
∑

n=1

(

Qj

Qavr
− 1

)2

and θ =
Qmax

Qmin
(6)

where Qj are flow rates in the n=1,...,N outlets, Qmax, Qmin, Qavr

are the maximum, minimum and average values of the flow rate.
In the model with N = 16 outlets, presented in Figure 8C, q

increased from 0.001 to 0.055 and θ increased from 1.003 to 1.014
when the Reynolds (Re) number increased from Re = 150 to 650
(Ramos-Alvarado et al., 2011). In the model with N = 64 outlets,
q increased from 0.0002 to 0.0013 and θ increased from 1.002
to 1.007. Therefore, the model with N = 64 outlets produced a
more uniform flow distribution at the lowest pressure drop and
energy dissipation. The fractal system with 256 outlets was found
to have the highest uniformity of the flow and consequently
the current distribution (Ramos-Alvarado et al., 2011), but the
overall PEMFC performance was lower than in the convenient
parallel design (Fan et al., 2008; Lorenzini-Gutierrez et al., 2013;
Kahraman et al., 2017; Ouellette et al., 2018).

The angles in the bifurcations can be smoothed, and in that
way a more efficient fluid distribution system (Figure 8D) can be
obtained. It was shown by Lattice Boltzmann simulations that the
optimized distributor has between 15.9 and 25.1% lower pressure
drop than one with sharp angles (Figure 8C) (Wang et al., 2014).
The fractal-type flow fields composed by n parallel plates with
a network of interconnecting channels are called “pyramidal”
(Senn and Poulikakos, 2004; Fan et al., 2008). In the case n =

3 the FFP is presented by three parallel plates with one tubular
inlet, planar tree-like fractal system and tubular outlets. Similar
3D binary trees with sharp and smoothed branching angles have
been tested (Luo and Tondeur, 2005). Such structures are not
good for PEMFCs because the thickness of the graphite layers
increases both weight and cost of the FC.

At higher Re numbers the non-uniformity increased, and
when Re increased from 1,020 to 2,247, q increased from 0.050
to 0.069 and θ increased from 1.170 to 1.252 (Fan et al., 2008).
However, the disadvantages of the fractal design are as follows:
(i) vulnerability for blocking one or two outlets by liquid water.
This makes the gas flow and generated current non-uniform;
(ii) large widths of the first generations of the channels are
unfavorable for the under-rib convection (see Variations in
dimensions of the channels and ribs), and this decreases the FC
performance; and (iii) manufacturability problems are essential
for the smallest channels.

BIO-MIMETIC DESIGNS FOR FFP

During the last decade, novel types of FFP designs, inspired
by nature and mimicking the structure of biological transport
networks, have been elaborated (Tüber et al., 2004; Kloess et al.,
2009; Ramos-Alvarado et al., 2011; Roshandel et al., 2012; Arvay
et al., 2013; Guo et al., 2013, 2014). The idea has been that the
FFP in PEMFC should mimic the transport function that can
be seen in blood vessels, bronchial airways, and fluid conducting
vessels in plants. These biological structures deliver fluids, gases
or their mixtures to porous structures (tissues, lungs, wood, or
GDL), and uniformly distribute them over a given volume. Over
time on Earth, optimal structures and systems in plants and
animals have evolved, including fluid delivery systems that are
constructed as branched networks; each conducting element with
diameter do is split into k daughter elements with diameters
d1,....,d1 satisfying the relationship:

d
γ
0 = d

γ
1 + d

γ
2 + . . . + d

γ

k
. (7)

Murray derived the relationship (7) from the optimization
problem (5) in the case of binary trees k = 2 and obtained γ =

3 (Murray, 1926a). This relationship is widely used as the most
popular biomimetic optimization rule (Bejan, 2000; Kizilova,
2004, 2008). According to (7), in a symmetrical branching, the
fractal scaling coefficient a = k−1/γ ; and for binary trees a ≈ 0.8.
The branching angles φ1, φ2 in an optimal bifurcation are also
related to the diameters (Murray, 1926b).

Numerous statistics on the geometric construction of natural
transport networks have shown that they comply with principles
of minimum work, minimum energy dissipation or minimum
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entropy production. For asymmetric bifurcations (5), gives
the values that correspond perfectly to the geometry of the
respiratory systems (Uylings, 1977). Fractal-type geometries
(Figures 8A,B) have therefore been designed using the Murray’s
scaling factor a = 0.8 (Arvay et al., 2013). It was shown that
the pressure drop needed for gas delivery and distribution
over the GDL surface was negligibly small in comparison
to the conventional designs. Murray’s law-based design has
been used for power-law fluid flows in microfluidic fractal
systems with Y-junctions of tubes with rectangular cross-sections
and constant depth. A similar approach was proposed to
deal with suspensions of micro- and nanoparticles in rigid
and compliant ducts (Barber and Emerson, 2008; Kizilova
et al., 2012; Cherevko and Kizilova, 2017). An improved
intersectant design (Figure 5D) with the cross-sectional angles
computed according to Murray’s formula (7) was studied
by CFD and validated experimentally (Dong-Hui et al.,
2017). The design showed better performance, more uniform
distribution of reactants and better water removal. Therefore,
the biomimetic design based on the Murray’s rules for
dimensions and branching angles of the channels in the FFP,
can be successfully used for performance improvement of
the PEMFC.

Constructal Theory-Based Designs
The constructal law was formulated by Bejan as a self-standing
physical law that explained existing designs in natural transport
systems as a result of evolutionary optimization. According to
the law, evolution has aimed for minimum entropy production,
which under certain conditions is equivalent to minimum flow
resistance, minimum weight, or uniform maximum stresses at
constant volume (Bejan, 2000).

The constructal law was used for shape-optimization of the
traditional serpentine design (Kahraman and Orhan, 2017), (see
section Variations in Dimensions of the Channels and Ribs,
Figure 3D). A non-planar layered design of channels with scaled
width a1 = wj+1/wj, base a2 = bj+1/bj, and length a3 = Lj+1/Lj
was studied for constant PEMFC membrane area of the PEMFC
and constant width and base of the inlet channel (Senn and
Poulikakos, 2004). Flow in channels of rectangular cross-section
was considered, and the target design was determined from the
condition of minimum hydraulic resistance. The optimal scaling
coefficients were computed for different number of channels in
the branching, and inlet velocity in the parent channel. The
computed values a1 = 0.8151–0.8422 and a2 = 0.7892–0.7936
were surprisingly close to Murray’s scaling factor for binary trees
of tubes with circular cross-sections. It was shown for different
inlet velocities v0 = 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 m/s, that the tree
network system provided 12, 26, 51, 114, and 485% higher
maximum net power densities, respectively, in comparison to the
conventional FFP designs.

Lung-Shaped Designs
The fractal structure of human bronchi and lower airways
provides uniform distribution of O2 to and CO2 from a given
volume. It has been shown that they conform with Murray’s
law (Gheorghiu et al., 2005). The structure provides also a good

balance between the convection and diffusion driven flows in the
larger and smaller airways (Hou et al., 2005). An interdigitated
design resembling the respiratory system with main bronchi
branched into the secondary airways (Figure 6D), but without
the fractal scaling, was proposed and compared to the serpentine,
interdigitated and leaf-inspired (Figure 6E) designs (Kloess et al.,
2009), see section Interdigitated Designs. Relative to the studied
configurations, this design displayed the lowest performance
under all tested operating conditions (Ozden et al., 2017). A
multi-plate layered design for the FFP inspired by the lung
geometry was recently developed (Trogadas et al., 2018). The
larger branches of the fractal tree were scaled according to
(7), with φ1 = φ2 = π/2. The flow field plate was then 3D
printed via Direct Metal Laser Sintering. The size of the outlet
channels was based on the Peclet number Pe = 1, considered
as a necessary and sufficient condition for efficient convective
and diffusive transport (Hou et al., 2005). The advantages of
the 3D lung-inspired design compared to the serpentine design
(Trogadas et al., 2018) were: (i) low pressure drop (minimum
entropy production); (ii) uniform reactant distribution for both
low and high temperatures; (iii) high electrocatalyst stability; (iv)
easy scalability. The disadvantage was that the design is more
vulnerable for flooding than serpentine design (Cho et al., 2019).

Plant Leaf-Based Designs
The plant leaf-type designs are mostly based upon leaf-like
patterns with bifurcations and trifurcations of the secondary
channels going from the parent channel at some branching angles
proper to plant leaves. Since the structure has to fill in a square,
rectangle or circular area, the angles follow the geometry of
the MEA. Patterns resembling the pinnate venation of plant
leaves with one or two (Figure 9A) consequent branches at
two different angles have been modeled using CFD (Damian-
Ascencio et al., 2007). This structure resembles two flow fields of
the parallel type with a common straight inlet tube. By changing
the branching angle from π/2 to an acute angle, the viscous
dissipation in the system decreases. When the branching angles
are combined with Murray’s law for the diameters, Equation (7),
and branching angles (Murray, 1926b), the energy dissipation is
minimal (Murray, 1926b; Kizilova, 2004). In the design presented
in Figure 9A, the first and second branching angles have been
taken as α = 37, 74◦. These are the most frequently found in leaf
venations (Damian-Ascencio et al., 2007). The resulting current
density values were in some cases 10 orders of magnitude larger
than the ones detected in a serpentine flow field at the same
flow conditions (6,900 A/m2 at the entrance and 2,200 A/m2

at the exit), but the gas and current density distributions were
highly non-uniform.

A leaf-like structure of channels (Figure 9A) (Roshandel et al.,
2012) was designed, paying attention to mechanical properties
of graphite. Since the material is very hard, but fragile, the
diameters of the channels cannot be too wide because one must
avoid weakening of the FFP. The 3D CFD simulations showed
that such a design provided more uniform mass- and velocity-
distributions along the channels than those in the conventional
parallel and serpentine designs. The power density was also
higher than in the parallel and serpentine FFP, up to 56 and
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FIGURE 9 | Sketches of leaf-inspired FFP designs: pinnate venation with two

branching angles (A) (from Damian-Ascencio et al., 2007), parallel with two (B)

and three (C) tapered channels, and with gradually decreased widths of the

side branching channels (D) (from Ozden et al., 2017).

26%, respectively (Roshandel et al., 2012). The leaf-based design
was reported to need ∼15% less material in comparison to
conventional designs, namely with masses of 3.50 g for leaf-
based, 3.83 g for parallel, and 4.06 g for serpentine designs. Three
branching angles (30, 45, and 60◦) were tested and the angle 45◦

provided the most uniform reactant distribution.When the angle
was 30◦, the fluid flow between lands was blocked, and most
of the flow moved throughout the sides of the cell. When the
angle was 60◦, most of the flow passed between lands and a very
small portion was transferred across the sides or penetrated into
the GDL.

A leaf-inspired square-filling FFP design with two inlets and
interdigitated parallel channels of constant width and depth
was studied in Kloess et al. (2009), see section Interdigitated
Designs. Similar structures, resembling parallel channels of
constant dimensions and decreasing width of the inlet channels
(Figures 9B,C) were studied (Ozden et al., 2017). The width
of the tapered parent channel was computed from Murray’s
law for the hydraulic diameters Dh = 2WD/(W + D) of the
rectangle channels with dimensionsW×D (k= 3). Experiments
on different combinations of designs L1 (Figure 9B), L2
(Figure 9C), lung inspired LI and 5-channel serpentine S on a
direct methanol FC (DMFC) at 70◦C as anode and cathode FFPs
demonstrated that: (i) the S-L2 configuration had the highest
performance (peak power density for the S-L2 888 W/m2 while
S-S configuration produced only 824 W/m2); (ii) the L1, L2,
and LI designs showed their highest performance when used on
the cathode side; and (iii) the performance depended upon the

reactants flow rates and was the highest for Q = 3.9 ml/min
methanol and Q= 1.2 ml/min O2 flow rates.

The variation of the L1 design with gradually decreasing
widths of the parallel channels according to Murray’s law at
each consecutive branching, had much lower pressure drop
and better performance than a standard parallel design (Currie,
2010; Arvay et al., 2013). Anyway, the flooding detected in the
bioinspired FFPs was worse than in triple-serpentine designs.
The design in Figure 9B resembles the multi-serpentine FFP
with only one turn in each corner of the square FFP. The
inlet and outlet for the gases are located at opposite corners
of the FFP. The design presented in Figure 9C had a lower
pressure drop, better current density distribution and higher
power density output than the corresponding interdigitated
designs. It also exhibited better performance at high temperatures
(Ozden et al., 2017), although poor water removal and flooding
of the outlet channels was observed. The oblique margins
of the FFP with parallel design provide better removal of
liquid water and prevent flooding, even with channels of
constant dimensions and without side margins. The design in
Figure 9C with the diameters of channels corresponding to
Murray’s law (7), could also be completed by periodic semi-
cylindrical obstacles at the bottom of the daughter channels in
order to increase the diffusion into the GDL and reduce the
concentration overpotentials, especially at high current densities
(see also Figure 3). Experimental measurements confirmed that
the waved-type bottom had a better performance (by 42.1%
at 0.4V operating voltage) compared to the serpentine design
(Kahraman et al., 2017). When additional parallel channels
were added to the leaf-based design in Figure 9C, the obtained
biomimetic mesh-type flow field exhibited more uniform gas
distribution, a higher gas consumption ratio, generated less
ohmic heat, but had a larger amount of condensed water near
the utlet of the system (Chen et al., 2012).

Two leaf-based designs correspond to the plant leaves with
a palmate venation system that at the inlet of the transport
system (i.e., from the leaf petiole) divides into 3, 5, 7, or more
main channels which have branches of the 2nd and 3rd order. A
counter-flow system of channels is located along the perimeter
of the MEA and can be connected or interdigitated to the
inflow system of channels. It was demonstrated that such designs
provide further uniform gas distribution across the GDL and
higher PEMFC performance in comparison to the conventional
serpentine FFP design, due to a more uniform pressure- and
velocity distribution within the flow channels. This allows a
more homogeneous diffusion of reactants onto the MEA active
area (Kloess et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2012; Roshandel et al.,
2012; Guo et al., 2014; Ouellette et al., 2018). It was detected,
that interdigitated designs with >2 generations, need a relatively
high pressure drop between adjacent branches to ensure better
uniformity of the gas distributions without ‘dead zones’ between
the branches. The design gave the worst performance when it was
used for both anode and cathode FFPs (Ouellette et al., 2018).

When the dimensions of the channels in the branches
corresponded to Murray’s law (7), the PEMFC performance was
∼20–25% higher than the two serpentine and interdigitated
designs due to the higher reactant transport through the FFP
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(Guo et al., 2014). The difference between experimental and
theoretical results was <10% for most of the current densities.
The bio-inspired flow field geometries provide therefore a more
uniform concentration-, pressure- and velocity -distribution
into the CL, and therefore higher power densities than the
conventional flow fields. The interdigitated FFP designs were
able to manage liquid water more efficiently due to the use
of under-rib convection (Guo et al., 2014). Nevertheless, the
reactant distribution in this design was less uniform than in the
fractal-type FFP.

DISCUSSION

Since the first FCs were designed to enhance conditions
for reactions (1–3), all their components including material
parameters, geometry, design of FFP and cooling systems, have
been subject to continuous modifications, all aiming at better
performance at lower weight and cost. The first serpentine
(Figure 2A) design of the FFP remains the ‘golden standard’
for comparative studies of new design proposals. It produces,
however, highly non-uniform reactant distributions partially
smoothed by GDL. It needs a high pressure drop, transporting
the flow through the long channel with high hydraulic resistivity,
but is not so vulnerable for water flooding, due to the high
pressure drop which is washing out the condensed water.
Different conventional designs like parallel, interdigitated, and
pin-type (Figures 2D–E) possess significantly lower hydraulic
resistivity and, thus, smaller entropy production, but do not
provide a uniform reactant distribution and demonstrate bad
water removal abilities (Table 1).

During the last decade considerable efforts have been applied
to modify the existing FFP, and elaborate novel FFP designs
in order to improve the FC efficiency. Based on the presented
literature review, the following tendencies can be reported:

◦ Mixed convenient designs (serpentine-parallel, pin-parallel,
parallel-interdigitated, etc.) for better performance; especially
the 5-channel parallel-serpentine one remains the most
popular ones among those accepted for commercial FCs;

◦ Multiplication of convenient designs (serial-serpentine,
mirror-serpentine, split-serpentine, spiral-serpentine,
etc.) produce more uniform gas delivery and lower
hydraulic resistivity;

◦ Modifications of the width/length-, width/depth-, and
width/base- ratios of the open channels can be used for better
under-rib forced convection, reactant mixing, distribution and
liquid water removal;

◦ Cross-sectional shape optimization (trapezoidal, triangle,
semi-circular, etc.) may hamper water accumulation at
the walls. Waved bottoms of the channels give better
water removal;

◦ Channel tapering may lead to uniformity of the hydraulic
resistance of the consecutive channels;

◦ Smoothing of the sharp corners is favorable for lower hydraulic
resistivity and viscous dissipation;

◦ Additional pathways/loops are useful for alternative flow
directions in the case of water accumulation and occlusion of
the main channel(s);

◦ Z-shape arrangement of the parallel channels provides efficient
water removal into the vacant areas;

◦ Different 2D (rectangle, circular) and 3D tubular (cylindrical,
conic) geometries for the non-planar FCs;

◦ Fractal trees with open sides connected to the GDL are
favorable for lower hydraulic resistance and more uniform
flow distribution;

◦ Fractal trees with closed sides of the channels provide perfect
uniform reactant delivery to the GDL through the open
outlets only;

◦ Biomimetic designs based on the nature-inspired geometries
(lung-types, plant leaf-types) including Murray’s law (7) and
optimal branching angles, are promising for lower hydraulic
resistance and uniform flow distribution.

The proposed design modifications have been tested by different
means: experimental, semi-analytical, numerical, and CFD
computations, and the benefits of the novel designs have been
reported as increases in some integral parameters and the overall
FC efficiency. Unfortunately, there is no consensus on the set
of parameters determining the most successful design of the
FFP, as one can see in Table 1. Moreover, the same ratios
W/D, W/L, W/B could be beneficial for some of the accepted
demands for good FC efficiency, like uniform current density
and temperature distribution in the MEA, low pressure drop
across the flow field, low FC voltage losses, good water removal
(see section Introduction), but non-beneficial to others (see
section Variations in Dimensions of the Channels and Ribs).
This implies that design modifications can lead to an increase
in the FC efficiency, but that the optimal design in the meaning
of (5) has not been reached yet. Very probably, a multi-criteria
optimization approach must be used to reach such a state; an
optimal design with a reasonably low pressure drop at high
contact area, high membrane water content, high water removal
from GDL as well as other contradictory demands (see section
Variations in Dimensions of the Channels and Ribs).

Combinations of beneficial designs like 5-channel serpentine
(Figure 2B) or leaf-based (Figure 9C) plus local improvements
with cross-sectional shapes (trapezoidal; Zeng et al., 2017), or
waved bottoms with smooth obstacles (Figure 3; Nam et al., 2009;
Ozden et al., 2017), have proven to be promising for PEMFC
applications. Such waved channel systems have demonstrated
a high efficiency for cooling systems of FC stacks (Morikawa
et al., 2009). Even though improvements in each type of design
have been reported (the data on rise in % in FC efficiency is
given in this review), a combination of successful designs does
not imply any cumulative effect on the efficiency and must be
studied separately.

The open channel fractal-type (Figures 8A,B and others) and
leaf-type (Figures 9A–D and others) designs for the FFP are
all designs that improve flow uniformity. When the dimensions
of the side branches and branching angles are computed from
Murray’s rules (Murray, 1926a,b), a noticeable decrease in the
hydraulic resistivity, pressure drop and viscous dissipation can
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be found. Since Murray’s law (7) follows from the optimization
formulation (5), the obtained fractal trees possessminimal energy
dissipation at a given fixed volume of the tree. For the FFPs
with constant channel depth this means that a fixed cumulative
surface area of the FFP, in contact with the GDL, collects current.
Since the formulation (5) also applies to a tree with fixed energy
dissipation andminimum volume, the design also provides a FFP
with minimum ohmic resistance.

The fractal-type desgn with closed channels (Figures 8C,D
and others) is the only construction that provides a perfect
uniform gas delivery to GDL and distributed water removal
system with equal cumulative hydraulic resistivity of all water
pathways from the open outlets to the inlet (Sauermoser
et al., accepted). The open channel design of the cathode
FFP serves to transport both oxygen and water. This has
to take place in different pathways, however. With closed
channels, one may develop separate flow fields for gas delivery
and water collection, each pathway optimized for its purpose.
Additional improvements of fractal designs can be achieved,
by introduction of the solutions confirmed for non-fractal
geometries. These include,

◦ Shape optimization of channels for less water condensation
and better water removal (like trapezoidal cross-sections and
waved walls);

◦ Variation in the number of generations in the fractal tree
according to optimal rib/land ratio for under-rib convection
and Peclet number Pe∼1 at the flow outlets to the GDL;

◦ Smoothing of the bifurcation angles for lower energy expenses;
◦ Design of additional pathways as side connections between the
channels, as reserve pathways for gas flows in the case of rapid
occlusion of the main pathway(s) by condensed water;

◦ Optimal scaling of the channel widths in the generations
according to minimum energy dissipation from viscous,
thermal, chemical, and ohmic sources.

In addition, one may use different optimization criteria for gas
delivery and water removal channels on the anode and cathode
sides, to achieve optimization of single-phase and multi-phase
flows, respectively, to increase the FC efficiency.

CONCLUSIONS

1) From this detailed literature review, it can be concluded that
the most efficient design for the FFPs of a FC has not yet
been found, in spite of great efforts to modify serpentine
and other conventional designs, mixing them or developing
entirely new designs.

2) Demands deemed as necessary for best FC performance
are sometimes contradictory, say with respect to channel
widths and lengths, distances between them and direct
contact with GDL (lands). Therefore, a whole list of
criteria for FC optimization must be considered, making
it into a multi-criteria optimization problem. Rather than
optimizing a single hydraulic resistance, a pressure drop,
or a uniform distribution, one should develop multi-
optimization strategies.

3) As objective function for multi-criteria FFP design
optimization, the entropy production or energy dissipation
serves as a good objective function, because it includes
all sources of the energy dissipation in the complex
multi-physics system. Its applicability to describe best
engineered performance in transport systems like lungs,
blood vessels and conducting systems of plant leaves, has
been reported.
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